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SITE CORE FUNCTIONALITY
LOGGING IN TO THE SYSTEM
Type in to the browser URL bar www.YOURURL.co.uk/wp-admin to see the screen below.

Type in your username and
password in the relevant boxes
and click “Log in” to access the
Administration area

DASHBOARD LAYOUT
This is the first page you will see after login to the Administration area.

MEDIA
The Media Library is where all of the images, documents and movie clips are stored. Whenever you add an image
a link to a document or a movie clip and upload it into the system it is stored here.

Add new media item

Media Items held in the library

Open the Media Library

ADD NEW MEDIA
To add a new media item click on the “Add New” The upload new media page will open where you can drag and
drop files to be uploaded from your PC or click the “Select Files” button.

Drag and drop files here
or choose the “Select
Files” button

EDITING A PAGE
To edit a page go to the “Pages” section and click on the page you wish to edit.

Click on the page you wish to edit
to open that pages editing section

To edit the page simply change the text in the content area and click update once you are happy with your changes.
NB: Some of the pages in the site have embedded HTML for layout purposes. If you don’t have any experience
editing the HTML please contact us and we can help.

HTML version of the webpage can
be viewed by clicking this tab

HTML shown for one of
your bespoke pages

EDITING A PAGE
All information can be edited in visual view, this means that you will see the text and images how they will be
displayed on the web page.
Remember to update once you
have finished editing.

Visual version of the webpage can
be viewed by clicking this tab

Visual version shown for
one of your bespoke
pages

USING THE TEXT TOOL BAR
The tool bar incorporated into the system is simple to use and includes many of the buttons you would find in
Microsoft Word.
Standard Formatting
Here are the standard formatting
tools for text. Bold Italic Underlined

These are the standard layout alignment formats for text so
you can align them to the left right or centre of the page

Kitchen Sink
The kitchen sink button hides the bottom row of buttons from sight, so you can use this button if these rows are
missing or you would like them to be hidden while editing.

This shows the two views that it will flip between
when the kitchen sink button is pressed

Format Menu
The Format menu is used to change different parts of the text into paragraphs, addresses or different sized
headings all of these can be selected from the menu as seen below.

This is where the format menu
is located on the second row of
buttons on the tool bar.

Format Rubber
The format rubber is used to remove formatting from text this can be very useful when text is imported from a
source such as Microsoft Word where the text formats will be included when the text is transferred.

This is the format rubber
button it will remove all
formatting from any text
in the box below.

CREATING TABLES
Tables can be added using the button below they can be a range of different sizes by selecting rows and columns.
Note that the first row of the table may be coloured as this is usually used for the headings of the table.

Just look for the small
table icon, it leads to a
wealth of tools and
options in the dropdown.

SITE SETTINGS
The site stores a number of items about the schools information this is held in site settings fields can include such
things as address, phone, email and twitter information. This means if any of these needed to be changed one
alteration and the information can change site wide.

Each option usually takes
a small amount of
information, apart from
address which can hold
as much information as
you need.

The menu option can be
found at the bottom of
the menu labelled “Site
Options”

REMOVING A PAGE
If you ever need to remove a page from the system best practice would be to change its Status from Published to
Draft. This way the page is taken off the site but is still saved in the system if you ever need to use it again. There
is no limit to the amount of pages you can have like this and it’s a good way of archiving old material.

Click here to open the options for the page
status and once selected click ok and then
Update to save the pages new status

PAGE REVISIONS
Page revisions are a useful way of retrieving old content or recovering from an accidental update. The system
keeps all of the published versions of the page in an archive from which you can select old versions of the page.

The slider across the top goes back over the
past versions. The differences in the text
are highlighted in red and green. If you
want to reinstate an old version then click
“Restore This Autosave” from the top bar.

The revisions functionality can be accessed from the sidebar just above the blue “Update” button

EXTRA FEATURES
IMAGE SLIDERS
The system contains an image slider within the site. The main slider can be edited at any time.
NB: the images in this section are set to a specific size and will need to be edited in photo editing software to the
correct dimensions if you need help with this please contact us. Note this may apply to any other images that rely
on an upload area on the site.

This area contains all of the slider images
for the homepage. Here they can easily be
changed or removed by hovering over the
slide then clicking trash or edit.
This section is accessed from the “Home
Page Images” area in the sidebar.
Changes are easily made just remember to update the changes at the top of the page when you have finished.

Simply add a title and upload an image
using the inbuilt uploader, once these two
fields have been set hit the publish button
and check your homepage.

USERS
To add/edit and delete click on the Users section of the administration menu
Add new user

User List

User menu

You can add as many users as you want it is a good way of tracking who has made which change on the site.

Once you click add new user this
screen loads and you can set all the
user details here

User details
Password strength
indicator

If you want the new user to
have full access to the system
set their role as Administrator

NEWSLETTERS & POLICIES
The website has storage for all the schools newsletter and policies these are very easy to update
and add to.
Click this button to add a
new newsletter

This is the list of current newsletters
displayed on the website.

Click on these tabs to open the
newsletters section

Enter the title and policy info in
these boxes.
Click here to publish the
document once the information
has been entered.

Use this document uploader to
add the policy to the website.

There are a number of other post types such as news and projects that work in a very similar
way.

MODIFYING THE MENU
The website menu is relatively simple to edit and modify.
You can access the menus via “Appearance”
in the sidebar then clicking on Menus.

Here you can select pages from
the website to add to the menu.

There is no limit to how many links can be in the menu but the front end web page will break if overloaded.

Click here to save the changes
you have made to the menu.

The menu modules can easily be
dragged up and down to change
the order.

SECURE AREA
The secure area is relatively easy to use system files are uploaded and stored for other people to view and use. It
works exactly the same as Policies and Newsletters as you only have to add a title and the document itself.

Simply add a title, upload the
document and then press “Publish”

This is the tab to access the
Secure Area.

The security of the page is handled in Secure Area in pages this is where the password of the area can be changed
at any time..

The secure relies on two things these are the shortcode
and the password. The shortcode is in the text area do
not change or delete this as the secure area will not
work. Second is the password this is set in the right
hand menu under Visibility here the password can be
changed as many times as you want.

Note: Changing the password means the previous will expire and any users with that password will not be able to
access the system.

CALENDAR
The calendar functionality is very simple to use the first page shows the current events in the calendar these are
easily edited by clicking on the names.
Click here to add
a new event
Click this tab to open
the calendar area

This is a full list of the
events included in the
calendar past and present.

Each event can hold a huge range of information from locations to pictures and extra info.

Enter all the information
using the text boxes and
drop down boxes

Remember to press
Publish once the
entry is complete

IN THIS SECTION
If your site makes use of this functionality then you will have small submenus in the sidebars on subpages, below
are some screenshots on how to identify and edit these menus.
Note: If you have not read the “Modifying your Menu” section above please check it out before attempting to edit
any menus.

Below the content editor is a text
area simply enter the name of
the menu you want to appear
then press update.

Below is a screenshot showing the menus that are available to enter into the subpages.

All of the menus are available
from the drop down, these are the
name you need to enter on the
pages to make a menu appear.
The sub menus can then be edited
as normal.

We have plenty of other functionality available including:





Custom Staff page layouts
Logo and Accreditation sliders
School & Learning Zones
Blogs

If you are interested in expanding your site please get in touch.
We hope these details are clear, if you require any further information, please do not hesitate
to contact us.

Yours sincerely

Rob Adams
Technical Director

